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Meters, condensation, comparison of registration in flow and condensation—Yr 1934: pp 144-148
Meyer, Henry, hot water heating system at Terre Haute—Yr 1927: pp 88-89; Yr 1929: p 251
Meyer, John W., development committee report—Yr 1927: p 45; Yr 1928: p 32
Meyer, John W., in Philadelphia—Yr 1931: p 433
Meyer, John W., report of rates and regulations committee—Yr 1926: pp 218-264; Yr 1927: p 155; Yr 1928: p 141
Meyer, John W., sales promotion in Boston—Yr 1931: p 383
Meyer, John W., progress in district heating—April 1928
Miller, Harry B., welcome address—Yr 1915: p 17
Millikan, M. F., appraisals of utility property—Yr 1916: p 281
Milwaukee, Conduit and Insulation Company—Yr 1915: p 138
Milwaukee, E. Wells St. station—Yr 1931: p 142
Milwaukee Electric Railway & Light Company—Yr 1922: p 101
Minneapolis, Honeywell Regulator Company, control equipment for heating—Yr 1934: p 258
Missouri River boiler water—Yr 1927: p 262
Mobile, Ala., Southeastern Production Company—Yr 1931: p 48
Modustat control, a brief description of—Yr 1934: p 226
Motorcycles, economies effected by the use of—Yr 1933: pp 261, 269
Motor valve and orifice for water heating—Yr 1931: p 232
Moulder, Albert W., welding pipe—Yr 1926: pp 389-407
Mullen, R. M., refrigeration—Yr 1933: p 169
Mullen, R. M., stokers and oil burners—Yr 1933: pp 182, 194
Mumford, A. R., the present status of district heating in America—January 1931
Mumford, A. R., corrosion—Yr 1933: p 210
Murphy, C. E., installation of concrete box around steam mains—Yr 1924: pp 172-175
Murphy, C. O. B., public policy work—October 1922
Murray, Thomas E., fin tube furnace—Yr 1926: pp 162-179

N
Nation Air Cell Covering Co., Pyro-Bestos—Yr 1915: p 141
National Regulator Co., Control equipment for heating—Yr 1934: p 259
Natural Gas Cost—Yr 1927: p 29
Navy, method of specifying pressure regulator valves for—Yr 1934: p 91
Nebraska, University of, instructions in—January 1917
New York, Brewery uses district steam service—October 1934
N.D.H.A., Handbook—January 1920; April 1921
N.D.H.A., History of—April 1916; July 1916; October 1916; January 1917; April 1917
N.D.H.A., Rules for computing required radiation—July 1919; April 1921
Nee, R. M., construction methods—Yr 1933: p 213
Nee, Raymond M., Practical standardization is?—October 1933
Newcomb, Chas. M., Introduction—Yr 1927: p 244
Newton, F. A., report on rates for utilities—Yr 1921: p 233
New York, A test of private vs. utility service in New York—July 1916
New York, New station of the New York Steam Co.—Claude A. Hartford—April 1917
New York, Problem of underground piping—Chas. N. Green—October 1916
New York City, Central station steam plants—Wm. J. Baldwin, Jr.—July 1926
New York City, Central steam service—January 1930
New York City, Steam requirements in ten high class apartment buildings in—October—1931
New York City, Burling Slip station—Yr 1931: pp 138, 160
New York City, Central station steam plants—Yr 1914: p 189; Yr 1915: p 250; Yr 1926: p 130
New York City, design of system—Yr 1932: p 326
New York City, 59th St. station—Yr 1931: p 138
New York City, Kips Bay Station—Yr 1931: pp 138, 142, 160
New York City, sales promotional development—Yr 1931: p 425
New York City, 60th St. station—Yr 1931: p 138
New York City, Water, why soften—Yr 1915: p 321
New York Steam Corporation—Yr 1928: p 13; Yr 1929: p 180; Yr 1930: pp 63, 95
New York Steam Corporation, boiler water conditioning—Yr 1930: p 133
Nominating Committee, appointment of—Yr 1919: p 21; Yr 1920: p 60; Yr 1921: p 20; Yr 1922: p 24; Yr 1923: p 37; Yr 1924: p 19; Yr 1925: p 19; Yr 1926: p 29; Yr 1927: p 21; Yr 1928: p 27; Yr 1930: p 37; Yr 1931: p 43; Yr 1932: p 21; Yr 1933: p 30
Nominating Committee, Report of—Yr 1913: p 117; Yr 1914: p 66; Yr 1915: pp 70, 250; Yr 1916: p 135; Yr 1919: p 70; Yr 1920: p 62; Yr 1921: p 176; Yr 1922: pp 81, 254; Yr 1923: p 177; Yr 1924: pp 120, 207; Yr 1925: p 141; Yr 1926: p 271; Yr 1927: p 152; Yr 1928: p 113; Yr 1929: p 243; Yr 1930: p 260; Yr 1931: p 270; Yr 1932: p 24; Yr 1933: p 30; Yr 1934: p 38
Non-Condensing Turbines on Heating Load—Yr 1921: p 211; Yr 1927: p 265
Northwestern Electric Co., Portland, Oregon—April 1916
Northwestern Electric Co.—Yr 1930: p 96
Northwestern Electric Co., description of—Yr 1929: p 174
Northwestern Electric Co., findings on rate—Yr 1921: p 36
N.R.A. Code as applied to district heating companies—October 1933
O

Oak Park, hot water heating—Yr 1929: p 283
Obert, C. W., address—Yr 1922: p 25
Oehlmann, C. F., commercial end of the heating business—Yr 1915: p 242
Office buildings, central station heat for—Yr 1921: p 275
Office buildings, steam consumption in—Yr 1931: p 219
Officers—meeting of the executive committee and officers—July 1918
Office—ventilation—W. E. Watt—January 1926
Ogden, G. T., Squires reducing valve—Yr 1927: p 21; Yr 1928: p 27; Yr 1931: p 283
Oil Burner and Private Plant, competition meeting stoker, oil burner and private plant—Yr 1934: pp 260, 274, 299
Oil Heating—Yr 1916: p 99; Yr 1927: p 27
Oil-O-Chron—steam service control—Yr 1931: p 454
Oil Separators—see separators
Oil vs. Corrosion—Yr 1925: p 32
O'Neill, Chas., coal freight rates—Yr 1933: p 326
Oonk, W. J., uses of a signal for improving plant operation—April 1924
Operating handbook, accident prevention—Yr 1932: p 96
Operating experience, in power stations—Yr 1919: p 89
Operating experience, with combination plants—Yr 1931: p 60
Operating kinks, boiler operation—January 1916
Operating kinks, correcting meter troubles—January 1916
Operating kinks, heat analysis of a heating system—October 1916
Operating kinks, Northwestern Electric Co., Portland, Oregon—April 1916
Operating kinks, pressure gauge—April 1916
Operating kinks, regulation of heating utilities as applied to actual operating results—April 1919
Operating kinks, some experience in extracting superheat from steam, F. W. Waite—October 1916
Operating kinks, turbine and condenser operation in heating—January 1916
Operating kinks, turning on steam in new mains—January 1916
Operating reports and statistics—Yr 1930: pp 146, 152, 165; Yr 1931: pp 64, 88, 89, 90, 306; Yr 1934: pp 182, 185, 186, 187, 193
Operating statistics committee—Yr 1923: p 304; Yr 1924: p 23; Yr 1925: p 85; Yr 1926: p 30; Yr 1927: p 13; Yr 1928: p 91; Yr 1929: p 45; Yr 1930: p 149; Yr 1931: p 64; Yr 1932: p 287; Yr 1933: p 137; Yr 1934: pp 178 to 197
Operation and management of district steam heating plants and customers' piping, Walter J. Kline—July 1921
Operation, heating station, H. A. Woodworth—January 1916
Operation, in large federal buildings at Washington, Nelson S. Thompson—July 1917
Operation, notes on the operation of a high pressure steam transmission pipe line, A. D. Leach—April 1922
Operation, economies in heating in large factory buildings—Yr 1913: pp 199 to 220: Yr 1930: p 268
Operation, stations—Yr 1910: pp 22, 84, 85, 132 to 149; Yr 1911: p 66; Yr 1914: pp 192, 193, 200 to 205, 300 to 312; Yr 1915: pp 269 to 357; Yr 1920: p 129; Yr 1921: p 104; Yr 1924: p 138; Yr 1933: p 112
Oregon, Lincoln plant—Yr 1931: p 160
O'Reilly, address of—Yr 1928: p 49
Organ, C. W., address of—Yr 1927: p 37
Organization—Yr 1930: p 263
Orifice, for measuring customers' steam demand—Yr 1927: pp 192, 193, 375
Orifice, temperature control—Yr 1927: p 375; Yr 1931: pp 219, 232
Orifice plates—Yr 1920: p 104
Orifice plates, installation—Yr 1924: p 91
Orifices, discussion of the flow of steam through orifices and nozzles and the pressure drop in steam pipes—July 1930
Orr, Fred B., limiting demand by fixed orifice—Yr 1927: p 143
Orr, Fred B., report of heating research committee—Yr 1926: pp 41, 112
Orr, Fred B., response to address of welcome—Yr 1914: p 14
Orrick, A., Jr., utilization of competitive fuels—Yr 1933: p 370
Outages—Yr 1930: p 93
Outages, tabulation—Yr 1930: p 98
Owen, Hon. Chas. S., welcome address—Yr 1914: p 13
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Pacific Coast, district heating on, by G. E. Quinan—Yr 1913: pp 157-166
Pan-American Congress, report of delegates to—Yr 1916: p 455
Paris, district heating in—P. Schereschewsky—October 1930
Past conventions—Yr 1913: p 2; Yr 1914: p 2; Yr 1915: p 5; Yr 1916: p 5; Yr 1919: p 6; Yr 1920: p 6; Yr 1921: p 6; Yr 1922: p 6; Yr 1923: p 6; Yr 1924: p 6; Yr 1925: p 6; Yr 1926: p 8; Yr 1928: p 6; Yr 1929: p 6; Yr 1930: p 17; Yr 1931: p 23; Yr 1932: p 18; Yr 1933: p 20
Past presidents—Yr 1913: p 2; Yr 1914: p 2; Yr 1915: p 5; Yr 1916: p 5; Yr 1919: p 6; Yr 1920: p 6; Yr 1921: p 6; Yr 1922: p 6; Yr 1923: p 6; Yr 1924: p 6; Yr 1925: p 6; Yr 1926: p 8; Yr 1927: p 14; Yr 1928: p 6; Yr 1929: p 6; Yr 1930: p 17; Yr 1931: p 24; Yr 1932: p 19; Yr 1933: p 21
Pauley, L. J., advantages of central station heat—Yr 1921: p 221
Peak loads—Yr 1920: p 86; Yr 1923: p 200; Yr 1929: p 113; Yr 1930: p 153
Pendleton, F. E., address—Yr 1916: p 277
Pendleton, F. E., control and equipment for heating—Yr 1934: p 259
Pendleton, F. E., temperature control—Yr 1924: p 49
Peoria, Illinois, temperature control in a building in—Yr 1921: p 90
Performance checks on heating stations—Yr 1925: p 197
Peru, Indiana, hot water heating—Yr 1929: p 249
Pherigo, F. S., data and results of Duo-Stat control on an atmospheric steam heating system—April 1931
Philadelphia, design of steam line—Yr 1929: p 335
Philadelphia, development—Yr 1929: p 12
Philadelphia, Philadelphia Electric Co.—Yr 1929: p 167
Philadelphia, sales promotion—Yr 1931: pp 383, 433
Pipe corrosion—Wm. J. Baldwin, Jr.—January 1932
Pipe corrosion, do you use 3½" pipe?—July 1932
Pipe covering—see Insulation
Pipe fittings—Yr 1914: pp 323-327, 380; Yr 1915: p 263
Pipe joints—Yr 1915: pp 87-89, 263
Pipe line, an electric annealing device for pipe line welds—October 1934
Pipe line, steam, between the Continental and Commercial Nat'l Bank Building and Insurance Exchange Building, Chicago—S. Morgan Bushnell—October 1915
Pipe sizes, effect of—Yr 1914: p 318; Yr 1915: p 79; Yr 1920: pp 76, 198; Yr 1932: p 29
Pipe welding—Yr 1922: p 237; Yr 1925: p 170; Yr 1926: p 389; Yr 1927: p 79; Yr 1930: p 336; Yr 1931: p 328
Piping, economy in heating effected by piping changes and thermostatic control—P. A. Hyde—April 1926
Piping mains, heating by steam through—January 1921
Piping, problems of, in New York—Chas. N. Green—October 1916
Piping, some things done underground during the past year—Hal. C. Kimbrough—January 1928
Piping, steam mains in Boston, new installation of—January 1920
Piping, the management and operation of district steam heating plants and customer's piping—Walter J. Kline—July 1921
Piping, the problem of underground piping of New York—Chas. N. Green—October 1916
Piping, methods of testing—Yr 1916: pp 87, 103, 106, 111, 116, 120, 121, 125
Piping, preliminary survey—Yr 1927: p 84
Piping, station—Yr 1911: pp 25, 26
Piping, underground—Yr 1910: p 27; Yr 1912: pp 83, 310, 311; Yr 1914: p 31; Yr 1915: pp 73-75, 80-82, 120, 129, 131-155; Yr 1927: pp 70, 94; Yr 1932: p 361
Pitting and corrosion in boilers—Yr 1919: p 54; Yr 1921: p 114
Pitt, L. B., temperature control—Yr 1928: p 120
Pittsburgh, district heating in—T. E. Purcell—April 1932
Pittsburgh, Allegheny County Steam Heating Company boilers—Yr 1932: p 162
Pittsburgh, by-product system—Yr 1926: pp 104-105
Pittsburgh, Cecil Plant—Yr 1926: p 179; Yr 1927: p 291
Pittsburgh, central station development—Yr 1926: p 148
Pittsburgh, design of system—Yr 1932: p 322
Pittsburgh, distribution system map—Yr 1927: p 85
Pittsburgh, 5,000 kw. turbine—Yr 1927: p 26
Plant, combination service utility—Yr 1931: pp 46, 60
Plant appearance—Yr 1928: p 200
Plant, high economy—Yr 1929: p 219
Plant performance—Yr 1930: p 115
Plant personnel—Yr 1932: p 94
Plant interconnection, plant investment cost—Yr 1929: p 507
Plant interconnection, value and method of—Yr 1922: p 48
Plant stoker, special test on—Yr 1934: p 297
Plants, new, abandonment and their cause—Yr 1921: p 33
Plants, new, and additions—Yr 1930: p 74; Yr 1931: p 140; Yr 1932: pp 130, 142
Plants, new, superstructure—Yr 1931: p 95
Plant operation, uses of a signal for improving—H. A. Woodworth and W. J. Oonk—April 1924
Pocohontas coal district—Yr 1932: p 117
Policy, liberal service on future business—Yr 1932: p 51
Poole, C. W. Company—Yr 1929: p 240
Portland, Oregon—Northwestern Electric Company—April 1916
Portland, Oregon—Northwestern Electric Co.—Yr 1927: p 298; Yr 1929: p 174
Portland, Oregon, rates—Yr 1921: p 36
Portland, Oregon, sales methods—Yr 1932: p 46
Potter, Dean, thermodynamics of heating operations—Yr 1929: p 217
Powell, I. E., report of station operating committee—Yr 1927: pp 246-371
Powell, S. T., feed water treatment—Yr 1933: p 346
Power generation, combining with heating—October 1926
Power plant, accounting—Yr 1921: p 281
Power plant, recent developments—Yr 1923: p 83
Power plant reports—Yr 1922: p 104
Powers Regulator Co., control equipment for heating—Yr 1934: p 260
Power Regulator Co., manufacturers' round table discussion—Yr 1927: p 148
Powers valve, a brief description of—Yr 1934: p 228
Preface—Yr 1919: p 7
Preheaters, air—Yr 1926: p 189; Yr 1927: p 246
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Presidents, past—Yr 1934: p 19
President's address—Yr 1913: pp 27, 143; Yr 1914: pp 19, 102; Yr 1915: pp 21, 257; Yr 1916: pp 33, 266; Yr 1919: pp 12, 28; Yr 1920: p 25; Yr 1921: pp 7, 295; Yr 1922: p 6; Yr 1923: p 23; Yr 1924: p 12; Yr 1925: p 7; Yr 1926: p 17; Yr 1927: pp 3, 451; Yr 1928: pp 9, 251; Yr 1929: p 10; Yr 1930: pp 19, 446; Yr 1931: p 28; Yr 1932: p 28; Yr 1933: p 33; Yr 1934: pp 38-41, 45-49
President's letter—October 1917
President's portrait—Yr 1932: p 10
Pressure control—Yr 1931: p 212
Pressure, distribution—Yr 1915: pp 74-76; Yr 1931: p 100
Pressure drop, discussion of the flow of steam through orifices and nozzles and the pressure drop in steam pipes—July 1930
Pressure gauge—April 1916
Pressure readings—Yr 1920: p 91
Pressure reduction, discussion by L. D. Gray—Yr 1934: p 90
Pressure reduction, discussion by J. J. Schenk—Yr 1934: p 89
Pressure regulators—see Regulators
Primary elements, method of calculating flow meter—Yr 1934: pp 111-123
Private plant, competition—Yr 1934: p 266
Prize awards—Yr 1926: pp 318, 338
Professional selling—C. E. Redfield—July 1932
Profits—Yr 1913: pp 192-197
Publicity—Yr 1929: p 19
Public policy, questions involving—Yr 1929: p 379
Public policy committee, report of—July 1918; October 1918; October 1922
Public policy committee, report of—Yr 1915: p 60; Yr 1916: p 45; Yr 1919: p 72; Yr 1921: p 33; Yr 1922: p 262
Public policy work—C. O. B. Murphy—October 1922
Public relations, address on—Yr 1925: p 182
Public utilities, advertising—Yr 1931: p 44
Public utilities, public policy—Yr 1914: pp 68-80; Yr 1915: pp 60-69
Public utilities, regulation—Yr 1913: pp 178-191; Yr 1914: pp 133-142; Yr 1916: p 411
Pulsation, effect of, on accuracy of flow meters—Yr 1934: pp 140-143
Pumpage, hot water—Yr 1915: pp 91-96; Yr 1932: p 171
Purcell, T. E., district heating in Pittsburgh—April 1932
Purdue University, course of study—Yr 1928: pp 20, 97
Purdue University, heating system—Yr 1927: pp 51, 55, 63, 66
Purdue University, testing equipment—Yr 1916: p 121
Purdue University, thanks to—Yr 1929: p 223
Pyle, J. W., hot water heating systems in Peru, Indiana—Yr 1929: p 249
Pyro-Bestos covering—Yr 1915: p 141
Pyrometer systems—Yr 1922: p 108
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Quinan, G. E., district heating on the Pacific Coast—Yr 1913: pp 157-165

R
Radiatherm control, a brief description—Yr 1934: p 225
Radiation, general rules for determining required radiation—January 1933
Radiation, V.D.H.A. rule for computing—July 1919; April 1921
Radiation, standard rules for computing required radiation—April 1919
Radiation, circulation per square foot—Yr 1929: p 281
Radiation, direct—Yr 1909: p 84; Yr 1913: pp 79-88, 93-190; Yr 1915: p 182
Radiation, effect of paint on—Yr 1910: p 85; Yr 1911: p 55; Yr 1913: pp 88, 89
Radiation, formulae—Yr 1911: pp 145-149; Yr 1913: p 83; Yr 1919: pp 172, 186, 228; Yr 1929: p 118
Radiation, indirect—Yr 1910: p 27; Yr 1911: pp 57, 58; Yr 1913: pp 207-209
Radiation, miscellaneous—Yr 1911: pp 121-124; Yr 1914: pp 318, 327; Yr 1915: pp 91-96, 146, 149, 174, 182-206, 223-226, 228; Yr 1924: p 114; Yr 1925: p 120; Yr 1930: p 273
Radiation charges considered as demand charge—Yr 1927: p 187
Radiator losses—Yr 1909: pp 55-63; Yr 1910: pp 93, 100, 101, 165
Radiator, miscellaneous—Yr 1929: pp 59, 62, 63, 74
Radiator, thermostatic control of—Yr 1924: p 106
Radiator, traps—Yr 1914: pp 177, 178; Yr 1925: p 120
Radiator valves—Yr 1910: p 25; Yr 1911: p 124; Yr 1914: pp 176, 180
Radiators—Yr 1910: pp 149-156; Yr 1915: pp 187-189
Rakine cycle—Yr 1929: p 220
Rapson, F. L., paper on Duo-Stat—Yr 1932: p 208
Rate Committee, report of—Yr 1914: p 210; Yr 1916: p 296; Yr 1921: p 233; Yr 1922: p 171; Yr 1923: p 249; Yr 1924: p 161; Yr 1926: p 218; Yr 1927: p 155; Yr 1928: p 141; Yr 1929: p 210; Yr 1933: p 38
Rates—July 1917; October 1917; January 1918; October 1919; January 1920; April 1920; October 1920; January 1921; April 1921; October 1921; January 1922; October 1922; January 1923; October 1923; January 1924; October 1924; January 1925; October 1925; January 1926; October 1926; October 1927; October 1928; October 1929; January 1930; October 1930; January 1931; January 1932; October 1932
Rates, flat vs meters—Yr 1913: pp 54-73
Rates, hot water—Yr 1921: p 247
Rates and Regulations Committee, report of—July 1929
Rates and Regulations Committee, report of—Yr 1934: pp 50-75
Rates, demand application of—Yr 1934: pp 51-61, 68, 69
Rates, design of off-peak or summer steam rates—Yr 1934: pp 61-70
Ravese, Thomas, discussion of R. E. Sprenkle's comments—Yr 1934: pp 126-127
Raymond, F. I., discussion—Yr 1931: p 229
Raymond, F. I. Co., control equipment for heating—Yr 1934: p 260
Recommendations—Yr 1929: p 124
Recorders, compensated steam, U. S. Central Heating Plant equipped with—July 1934
Recording instruments—Yr 1913: pp 131, 199-207; Yr 1924: p 180
Recording steam demand meter, J. Earl Seiter—October 1923
Redfield, C. E., professional selling—July 1932
Redfield, J. V., demand meter attachment—Yr 1930: p 368; Yr 1931: p 180
Reducing stations—Yr 1930: p 442
Reducing valves, advantages and application of different types of—Yr 1934: pp 79-86
Reducing valves, bibliography—Yr 1934: p 89
Reducing valves, diaphragms for, rubber vs metal—Yr 1934: p 86
Reducing valves, double ported, semi-balanced, characteristics of—Yr 1934: p 80
Reducing valves, general classification of—Yr 1934: pp 77-86
Reducing valves, lever and weight loaded—Yr 1934: p 82
Reducing valves, metal diaphragm for—Yr 1934: p 85
Reducing valves, pilot operated—Yr 1934: p 83
Reducing valves, Powers—Yr 1934: p 228
Reducing valves, pressure—Yr 1934: pp 77-98
Reducing valves, pressure capacity of—Yr 1934: pp 86-89
Reducing valves, pressure, how to select—Yr 1934: p 95
Reducing valves, raised lip valve construction—Yr 1934: p 81
Reducing valves, single seated—Yr 1934: p 79
Reducing valves, spring loaded, diaphragm operated—Yr 1934: p 81
Reducing valves, V-ported inner valve construction—Yr 1934: p 81
Reducing valves, steam heating systems—Yr 1919: p 140; Yr 1922: p 283; Yr 1926: p 204; Yr 1927: p 24; Yr 1929: pp 123, 460; Yr 1931: p 283; Yr 1932: pp 74, 78, 79
Refractory materials—Yr 1925: p 80
Refrigerants, air conditioning—Yr 1931: p 261; Yr 1933: p 169
Refrigerating units, compression—comparison of costs with steam ejector—Yr 1933: p 176
Refrigeration, steam, discussion—Yr 1933: pp 169, 181
Regitherm—Yr 1921: p 87
Regulators, description of Marsh Tritrol regulator—Yr 1934: p 349
Regulators, feedwater—Yr 1913: p 134
Regulators, hydraulically operated (damper regulator type)—Yr 1934: p 85
Regulators, method of specifying pressure regulator valves used by Navy—Yr 1934: p 91
Regulators, miscellaneous—Yr 1912: pp 70, 74; Yr 1921: p 83; Yr 1922: p 285; Yr 1924: p 78
Regulators, pressure—Yr 1911: pp 68, 126; Yr 1912: p 75; Yr 1915: pp 91-96; Yr 1925: p 176; Yr 1927: p 257; Yr 1928: p 27; Yr 1931: p 212
Regulators, temperature—Yr 1913: pp 71, 72; Yr 1915: pp 91-96; Yr 1923: pp 198-200; Yr 1924: pp 47, 49, 80, 106; Yr 1925: p 106; Yr 1928: p 120; Yr 1930: p 375; Yr 1932: pp 208, 219, 221, 386; Yr 1933: p 60
Reimicker, Norman G., recent improvements in boiler plant design and operation—Yr 1913: pp 127-142
Relation of maximum system steam load to maximum system electrical load—Yr 1926: pp 226-238
Remote control—Yr 1925: p 176
Remote control of steam pressures and temperatures—April 1929
Republic Flow Meter Co., round table discussion—Yr 1915: p 313; Yr 1922: pp 188, 193; Yr 1928: p 28
Research Bureau—Yr 1919: p 155; Yr 1920: p 80
Research Committee, report of—Yr 1934: pp 76, 109
Research Committee, See Heating Research Committee
Research Laboratory of the American Society of Heating and Ventilating Engineers, F. A. Gunther—April 1926
Residential and apartment house heating—Yr 1920: p 222; Yr 1923: p 168; Yr 1930: pp 49, 56
Resolutions—Yr 1934: pp 36, 37
Resolutions Committee—Yr 1926: p 125; Yr 1930: p 37; Yr 1931: p 452
Response to welcome address—Yr 1913: p 24; Yr 1914: p 14; Yr 1915: p 20; Yr 1916: p 28; Yr 1919: p 10; Yr 1924: p 9; Yr 1930: p 24
Return heating system, a new design for trap for wet return heating system—J. T. Trombley—April 1923
Returns, heating—Yr 1912: p 78; Yr 1914: p 100; Yr 1915: pp 73, 150, 151, 203-206; Yr 1921: p 69
Returns, study of temperatures—Yr 1923: p 205
Revenue—Yr 1915: pp 67-69; Yr 1932: p 299
Richards, F. L., tests on cooking apparatus—Yr 1915: p 211; Yr 1916: p 59
Ricketts, Edwin B.—Yr 1924: p 136
Ric Wil pipe covering—Yr 1915: p 142
Robinson, steam heated steam generators—October 1927
Robinson, E. B., steam heated steam generators—Yr 1927: pp 439, 444
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Rochester, Convention Committee—Yr 1934: p 4
Rochester, distribution system experiences—Yr 1927: pp 79-87
Rochester, exhaust heating—Yr 1926: p 106
Rochester Gas and Electric Corp.—Yr 1922: p 118; Yr 1923: p 97; Yr 1929: p 175; Yr 1930: p 119
Rochester, Lawn Street Station—Yr 1931: p 142
Rochester, Lincoln Park Station—Yr 1931: p 142
Rochester, operation of 3,000 Kw non-condensing turbine—Yr 1927: pp 265, 280
Rochester, report on Rochester Plant—Yr 1926: p 206; Yr 1930: p 96
Rochester, Station No. 8—Yr 1927: p 299
Rochester, story of heating development—Yr 1926: p 150; Yr 1930: p 40
Rochester, water heating—Yr 1930: p 229
Rochester, welcome address to, by Herman Russell—Yr 1934: p 26

Rogers, A. C., the district hot water heating system of the Toledo Railways and Light Co.—October 1915
Rogers, A. C., address—Yr 1922: p 252
Rogers, A. C., economic advantages to consumer of central station heating service over individual heating plants—Yr 1914: p 161
Rogers, A. C., expense of operating centrifugal pumps vs double acting pumps—Yr 1914: p 107
Rogers, A. C., hot water heating for residence districts—Yr 1913: pp 77-101
Rotometer, description of—Yr 1922: p 271
Rules and Regulations Committee, report of—Yr 1919: p 181; Yr 1922: p 250; Yr 1923: p 62
Rules for computing required radiation—Yr 1919: pp 162, 186, 228
Russell, E. J., address of—Yr 1930: p 379
Russell, Herman, address of welcome to Rochester—Yr 1934: p 26

S

Saginaw, Michigan, Consumers Power Co—Yr 1931: p 142
Saginaw, Michigan, steam heating plant of the Consumers Power Company—April 1916

Sale of steam in commercial districts—Yr 1929: p 17
Sale of steam in industrial areas—Yr 1929: p 18
Sales, special plan to combat competition—Yr 1934: p 278
Sales and selling methods—Yr 1932: pp 33, 46
Sales Development Committee—Yr 1932: pp 44, 46, 53, 55, 58; Yr 1933: p 55; Yr 1934: pp 242, 299
Salesmen, relations with the Public—Yr 1929: p 101
Sales organization, responsibility of—Yr 1932: p 39
Sales organization, training—Yr 1932: p 47
Sales promotional activities—Yr 1931: p 384; Yr 1932: pp 28, 231
Sales, promotion in district heating—Harry T. Bussman—July 1931
Sales requirements—Yr 1932: p 35
Salt Lake City, South Temple Plant—Yr 1931: p 160
Sanford, S. S., address—Yr 1930: p 261; Yr 1931: p 230
Sanford, S. S., air conditioning—Yr 1933: p 85
Sanford, S. S., control equipment—Yr 1933: p 60
Sanford, S. S., insurance rates—Yr 1933: p 317
Sanford, S. S., refrigeration—Yr 1933: p 181
Sanford, S. S., steam operated air-conditioning apparatus—April 1934
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Santmyer, W. J., resolution on death—Yr 1926: p 160
Santmyer, W. J., review of central station heating in Seattle—Yr 1923: p 38
Sarco Company, control equipment for heating—Yr 1934: p 261
Saturation of distribution system—Yr 1929: p 18
Saurwein, G. K., construction methods—Yr 1933: p 213
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